
P R E F A C E 

Gurazada Venkata Apparao was a versatile genius and a multi-faceted 

personality. I was overwhelmed with joy and accepted spontaneously the 

suggestion of professor M.S.R. Anjaneyulu of the Department of Histor>' «fe 

Archaeology, my research Director that I may undertake research on Gurazada 

as 1 had an innate admiration of this stalwart. The research on him will 

certainly afford me an opportunity to know more about him. 

The life, work and achievements of Gurazada are striking and 

fascinating. He combined in himself a Short story writer. Dramatist, Novelist, 

Epigraphist, Researcher, Administrator, Teacher, Lyricist and above all a 

Social reformer. He was a patriot par excellence. In short Gura^cada is al! in 

one. Therefore among the contemporary writers, he 'shines and shines alone 

like a star'. 

Kandukuri Veeresalingam, a contemporaiy of Gurazada was another 

stalwart combming in himself the art of letters and the spirit of social reform. 

hi comparison Gurazada outshines Kandukuri. The talents and abilities of 

Kandukuri are limited, but Gurazada exercised his talents and skills in a wide 

spectrum of literary activity and social reform. 

Gurazada's magnum opus Kanyasulkam is a living monument his 

astounding talents and his undisputed mastery of knowledge and dramaturgy. 

It stands as an eloquent and unparalleled testimony of his mastery over letters, 
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techniques of dramaturgy and the creation of socially useful and real 

characters. Its object was to bring about a social reform to discourage child 

marriages and encourage widow remarriages. It is to the credit of Gurazada 

that while treating this subject deftly, he has introduced subtle humour 

presumably to enthrol the audience and to keep them away fi-om boredom. 

Above all, this play proves beyond all reasonable doubt that spoken dialect is 

also suitable for effective presentation of a social play. No doubt he has also 

attempted to write a historical play Bilhaneeyam to dispell the impression that 

spoken language is not suitable for historical plays. Unfortunately 

Bilhaneeyam remained incomplete. 

Though some have criticised Kanyasulkam in the beginning, yet all 

their criticism proved to be incorrect in course of time. Now everybody is 

convinced of the efficacy of Kanyasulkam. 

Some books have already been written on Gurazada, but it is felt that 

they do not reflect all the greatness which Gurazada actually deserves. 

Gurazada's ability as a Researcher and his efforts to replace Grandhika Style 

of writing by spoken language have not been adequately focussed upon. 

Hence an earnest attempt has been made to high light these two areas in this 

thesis. 

His appointment as an Epigraphist in the Vizianagaram Samsthanam 

has acceded him an ample Opportunity to prove his mettle as researcher. He 

read many inscriptions and culled out history of the dynasties of Eastern 

Gangas and other Andhra ruling families. In fact he desired to compile the 

history of the Pusapatis of Vizianagaram, but he could not accomplish this 
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work on account of his multifarious engagements, his ill-health and the 

resultant premature death. 

It is noteworthy that Gurazada spared no efforts to popularise 'Spoken 

Telugu Language'. His 'Minute of Dissent' is a master-piece and a living 

monument of his skill and effort in the direction of popularising spoken 

Telugu. He has set an example by producing a few works in spoken Telugu to 

dispel the criticism that spoken Telugu is not suitable for scholarly works 

I have taken great care to highlight specially these two areas which are 

neglected. I hope I have succeeded in my attempt for which I have worked 

with all sincerity and devotion. 

Kasimsetty Satyanarayana 


